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create an efi partition on your disk, that can have a file system like apple hfs+ journaled or fat32.
you can extend the existing disk or create a new disk. on your existing disk create a partition. on
new disk create a partition. make sure you unmount all hard disks. then run the bootloader installer
and follow the instructions. it's best to keep the efi partition on all disks. do not format the efi
partition. create a efi partition of 512 mb at the beginning of the disk. use the boot manager (in the
boot volume options menu of the clover installation image) to mount the efi partition as the first efi
partition. set the volume of the efi partition to "primary" to automatically boot into the efi partition.
then use the efi boot menu to boot into the efi partition. once you have finished installing clover,
reboot and run the bootloader installer. run the bootloader installer. choose the "install" button.
follow the instructions. all the instructions should be clear. note that the bootloader installer will
overwrite the existing bootloader. this is the cause of the failure of the session. to resolve the
problem, select the option to keep the existing bootloader. then reboot and run the bootloader
installer. in the last part of the installer, select the option to install a bootloader to your disk. you can
install the bootloader to the efi partition or to a different partition. in the latter case, you need to
mount the partition as an efi partition. if you want to boot into the efi partition, make sure to select
the option to make the partition the efi system partition. this will be the first partition of the disk.
now you are done. reboot and run the bootloader installer again to install clover. then boot into the
efi partition. do not boot into the boot volume of the bootloader installer. leave it as the partition
with the efi system partition. if you have some troubles, post a reply to this topic. i hope i could help
you.
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I'm glad I know this option. I use Ubuntu as a guest on a Windows 10 host. Everything is fine until I
start Windows Update and they report updating my graphics driver. Then Windows wants to reboot
and the same thing happens - either it can't boot at all or it boots into low-graphics mode. Have a
look at this issue. It will help you. There are no solutions. Your problem is hardware. It is critical to
boot into Safe Mode and get better graphics card drivers from AMD or Nvidia. Its a nightmare. I'm

very impressed by the knowledge and level of service provided by this website. I'm embarrassed to
be the culprit but I've spent the past couple of days following more than one suggestion in order to

try and fix this issue but I cannot get Ubuntu to boot. I've gotten to the point of needing to just
reinstall Ubuntu completely but I really don't want to do that. :( I just had a look at the leaked BIOS

info and it looks like some sort of fix would be needed in the BIOS as well. Anyway, I'm so grateful to
this site and I hope you don't mind if I just stop here. I would love to pay you or buy a great big mug
with a bunch of coins in it if you would be so kind as to help me with this. Just these past couple of
days have been the worst of my life and this is what I need to make it better. I found a workaround
and can now install Ubuntu. This is what helped: There are 4 options in the BIOS that need to be set

correctly in order for Ubuntu to boot. They are: ACPI S3, S4, S5, and S5 resume. To clarify, S3 is
Disabled, S4 is Enabled, S5 is Enabled, and S5 is Enabled. ACPI S4 is the first option you want to

toggle. Go to Boot > Power Management > Basic > First > ACPI > S4 in order to toggle this option.
Keep this setting even after you reboot. From what I can gather, the issues that made me try to

solve this with a fix were: 1. When Ubuntu is installing, it doesn't remember the installation of the
video card driver. The correct driver is installed when you reboot. 2. The Nvidia driver and xorg is not
in sync. It may be that the video card driver is incompatible with the xorg driver. 3. There's a version

issue in the Ubuntu download. I got it from the wrong place and Ubuntu was trying to install the
wrong graphics card driver. By the way, I upgraded from a 14.04.4 to 16.04.2 and I have no clue
what other sources I could possibly have gotten the wrong driver. The only driver from my search

was the 390, which I downloaded and installed successfully. 5ec8ef588b
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